
Motion:
Concern about the integration of Eurovision fans
18.05.2022

This year's Eurovision Song Contest was not satisfying for fans in many ways:

1. The host city hardly understood the needs of fans. No Eurovision Café could be organised. The 10
Eurovision clubs hardly attracted any attention because they did not even play Eurovision music. The
few public viewing opportunities lacked atmosphere or were overcrowded. Other opportunities for fans
to watch the ESC outside the hall were few. Fortunately, there was the alternative at "Hiroshima mon
amour", co-initiated by OGAE, which was very well received. Many thanks to Frank and others who
put their heart and soul into this.

2. Ticket situation: Ticket sales were late and complicated. A ticket swap of individual shows is a must
and would help that the hall doesn’t look so empty. The prices are hardly affordable for people in
countries with lower purchasing power, so that an imbalance of represented countries becomes
visible. Also regarding tickets, big thanks to OGAE International and especially Simon for handling this
situation with big engagement.

3. Last but not least, many fan media have not been accredited or were even downgraded after initially
receiving an accreditation (onsite to online). They are the ones who carry the Eurovision spirit to the
outside world. In addition, the press conferences were empty in the first week, because the big media
aren’t interested to cover the first week. This is not flattering for the acts either. It seems that the EBU
is claiming the content for itself.

One can say that some of the reasons lie with the host city/host country, RAI or Corona measures.
Nevertheless, in discussions we sense a tendency that is running in an unpleasant direction.
Therefore, we suggest that a signal will be sent to the EBU and the member countries (via Head of
Delegations). In addition, the fan media with a wide reach (Wiwibloggs, ESC kompakt etc.) should be
included so that the impact is bigger. OGAE International, the OGAE member clubs, the fan media and
all the fans have one concern: the Eurovision Song Contest should be a happening for all of us, in
which everyone can immerse themselves.

Motion: The Executive Board is instructed to send an appropriate sustainable signal to the
EBU by the end of July 2022. The signal includes at least the stakeholder groups listed above.
The Executive Board will report on the success to the Presidents of the OGAE Clubs.
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